
WHAT CAN YOUNG PEOPLE DO TO STOP THE DESTRUCTION OF OUR

ENVIRONMENT

Though the environment already suffers, there are things we can all do to and improve environmental health but unless
we do not reduce our consumption All over the world, hunger and starvation has created devastation for many people.

Ask around to see if any organization has something like this. Keep the environment in mind everywhere you
shop. Power load monitors already exist, but they should be mandatory. The new green economy should not
be primarily for the upper middle class, but rather primarily for working class people who will find in it a
chance to produce their own healthy food and to protect themselves from environmental threats. The
information you have shared in the community areas may be included in this syndication. Essay Topic:
Biodiversity Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! Denial and self-justification keep us from
facing the truth. Protecting the environment starts with pollution control therefore, youth can help reduce
waste by paying attention to minor details in their daily lives, for example, not to take extra plastic bags when
we go shopping. You should consult the other sites' privacy notices, as we have no control over information
that is submitted to, or collected by, these third parties. We only want to communicate with you if you want to
hear from us. You can list your notes on online college boards. Such a change in behavior will do more than
any particular technology to protect the environment. Ask your teacher if you can bring a laptop or an e-reader
to class so that you can download the reading onto that and read it from there. Yet there are few incentives to
make every empty space a forest. One popular cause that has been popular in recent years is the helping the
environment and preserving our resources. Finally, recycling is an ethical issue. Our soil loves to be fed just as
we do. Therefore, plastics made from petroleum may be recycled into bricks, but those bricks could have been
made from other natural products and the entire process is a loss for the environment. If you forget your bags
at home, buy a new one. You are rather compulsive and distracted, rushing around trying to make yourself feel
like you are doing something that will make your mood better. Just one leaky faucet or toilet can use more
than a hundred gallons of water a day! I was shocked by the results: a population of 7 billion people living like
me would require the resources of four planets! Though many countries have taken several steps to promote
environmental conservation and improve environmental health but unless we do not reduce our consumption
of resources that are proving lethal for our environment, we cannot provide a sustainable future to our
children. Instead of getting each student to buy their own text books, the school can provide text books on a
borrow-able basis as in a library.


